
 

Part 1:  The Program  

The XYZ Company is located in a large city.  The company maintains a small fleet of vehicles 

for use by its employees to travel to and from client meetings during the business day. Due to 

limited space in the city, parking for the vehicles is only available one narrow lot that will hold 

two lines of parked cars.  

  

Small automobiles are parked in one single line and larger vans are parked in a second single 

line.  There is only one entrance/exit for each line, at the front of lot.    

  

 enter  exit  

 enter  exit  

  
Write a program using stacks and queues to control use of vehicles in the lots.  

  

Program Input  

  

Two separate input data files will be used.  

  

Vehicle Data  

  

The first data file contains a list of vehicles parked in the lot at the beginning of the day.    

  

Each line will detail information about one vehicle, as follows:  

A letter indicating its type (A for automobile, V for van)  

A 6-character license plate   

The capacity of the vehicle  

  

Sample records:  
   A AAA111 4  

   V AIS897 8  

  

Checkout/Return Data  

  

The second input data file contains checkout data (used to check out vehicles) and 

return data (used to return vehicles).  The data for each checkout/return will be 

contained on one line.  The lines will be listed in the order that vehicles are used, so 

checkouts will be mixed in with returns.  

  

Each checkout line will contain:  

The letter 'C' indicating a checkout  

The number of passengers in one group   

(needing to be transported to the same location)  

  

Sample lines:  
C 10  

C 2  

  Auto1  Auto2  …  AutoN  

  Van1  Van2  … VanN  



 

  

Each return line will contain:  

The letter 'R' indicating a return  

A letter indicating its type (A for automobile, V for van)  

A 6-character license plate   

The passenger capacity of the vehicle  

  

Sample lines:  
   R A AAA111 4  

   R V AIS897 8  

  

Data Structure Overview  

The program will also require implementation of two stacks and one queue. Both should be 

implemented using dynamic memory allocation of nodes stored within linked lists.  All data 

structures must be implemented from scratch (no use of templates from the STL allowed).  

  

The vehicles parked in the lot will be stored in two separate stacks (one for automobiles and 

one for vans).   

  

Within the program, vehicle record nodes will contain vehicle record data from the input data file, 

along with a link to the next vehicle node in the stack.    

  

Sample node:  

  

vehicleType 

license 

capacity 

nextVehicle  

  

  

Minimally, you must write the routines createEmptyStack, isEmptyStack, isFullStack, 

getStackCount, push, and pop for stacks.    

  

The program may only access data within the stacks via these routines  

  

When there are no vehicles parked in the lot, employees must wait.  The number of employees 

in each waiting group will be stored in a queue.  Within the program, waiting employee record 

nodes will contain the number of employees within a group waiting for a vehicle, along with a 

link to the next node in the queue.  

  
Sample node:  

  

numWaiting 

nextNode  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

  

  

Minimally you must write the routines createEmptyQueue, isEmptyQueue, isFullQueue, 

enQueue, and deQueue for the queue.    

  

The program may only access data within the queue via these routines.  

  

Program Processing  

    

1. The names of both input data files will be passed into the program as command line 

arguments.  The first filename will be that of the vehicle data file.  The second filename 

will be that of the checkout/return data file.  

  

When the program begins, confirm that two filenames were supplied as input arguments, 

and confirm that both the named files exist.  

  

If one (or both) of the filenames was not supplied, or one of the named files does not 

exist, issue an error message and exit the program gracefully.   

  
2. Given that both input data files are valid, begin by creating a two empty vehicle stacks: 

one to represent parked automobiles and one to represent the parked vans. The count 

field will store the number of vehicles in the stack.  For example:  

  

   autoStack     vanStack  

count 

stackTop  

  

3. Create a queue to hold up to group counts of waiting passengers, when a vehicle is not 

currently available.  For example:  

  

 waitQueue  

queueFront 

queueBack  

  
4. Read the data from the first input data file to load the vehicles into the appropriate stack. 

For each vehicle line in the data file:  

  
a. Dynamically allocate a new vehicle record (checking that the record was allocated) 

and read the data from the file into the vehicle record.   

NOTE:  If memory allocation fails while reading the file and inserting records onto 

the stacks, immediately stop reading the file, issue an error message, and exit 

the program gracefully.  

  

b. Display a message to the screen.  

     

0    count  

 stackTop  

0  

NULL  NULL  

NULL  

NULL  



 

Examples:  
Placing AAA111 into automobile area. 

or  
      Placing AIS897 into van area.  

  
c. If the vehicle is an automobile, add the vehicle record to the top of the auto stack.    

d. If the vehicle is a van, add the vehicle record to the top of the van stack.    

  
5. Display a status report about how many vehicles of each type are available.  

  

Example:  
Parking lot status:  

        8 automobiles available        

  6 vans available  

  

6. Read and process the data from the second input data file, as follows:  

  

a. For each checkout line:  

Retrieve vehicles from the lot until all employees in the group have been assigned to 

a vehicle, or both lines are empty.  

• Automobiles will hold up to 4 passengers.  So if 4 or less passengers remain 

in a group, attempt to fill the need from the automobile stack, unless it is 

empty.  

  

• Vans will hold between 5 and 8 passengers.  So if 5 or more passengers 

remain in a group, attempt to fill the need from the van queue, unless it is 

empty.  

  

As you checkout vehicles for the group, pop a record off the appropriate stack 

(remember to de-allocate the node), one at a time, and display the results.    

  

Example:  
For 10 employees in group, vehicles checked out are:  

  Van AIS897 holds 8 passengers.    

  Automobile AAA111 holds 4 passengers.  

  

(Note that the last vehicle assigned may not be full.)  

  

If the lot runs out of vehicles (i.e. both stacks are empty), store the number of waiting 

employees from the group into the waiting passengers queue.    

  

 

 

 

 



 

Example:  
For 10 employees in group, vehicles checked out are:  

   Van AIS897 holds 8 passengers.  

2 employees waiting for a vehicle.  

  

NOTE:  If memory allocation fails at any time while inserting records onto the 

queue, issue an error message, and exit the program gracefully.  

  

b. For each return line:  

First display a message.  

  
Example:  

      Returning AAA111 to automobile area.  

  

Then check to see if there are any waiting employees. If there are, dequeue a node 

from the waiting queue, and assign passengers to the returned car.  

  
Example:  

For 7 employees waiting, vehicles checked out are:  

 Automobile AAA111 holds 4 passengers.  

  

If the vehicle returned will not hold all waiting passengers, store the remaining 

number of waiting passengers from the group back into the waiting passengers 

queue, and display a message:  

  

Example:  

3 employees still waiting for a vehicle.  

  

If there are no employees waiting for cars, dynamically allocate a new vehicle record, 

return the vehicle to the proper area (stack), depending upon vehicle type.  

  
NOTE:  If memory allocation fails at any time while inserting records onto the 

stack, issue an error message, and exit the program gracefully.  

  
  

7. After all checkout and return lines have been read from the file, the program will store 

the data about each vehicle parked the lot back to an output data file named 

LotStatus.txt, as detailed below.  

  
a. Open the LotStatus.txt data file for writing.  If the file already exists, it should be 

overwritten.  The file data will be in the same format as the original input vehicle 

data file.  Example Lines:  
A AAA111 4  

V AIS897 8  

  
b. Access and store the count of the automobiles in the stack.  Then write all 

automobile records to the data file.  As each node is popped off the auto stack, 



 

write its data to the output file (remember to de-allocate the nodes as they are 

popped).  

  

c. Follow the same procedure to store the van count and write all van records to the 

data file from the van stack.  

  

8. Before exiting, display a status report.    

  

The report should display of how many of each type vehicle is parked/available in the lot, 

and if employees are waiting for a vehicle, how many are waiting.  

  

 To determine the number of employees waiting, de-queue each node off the wait 

queue.  As each node is de-queued, add the waiting passengers to the waiting total, 

and then de-allocate the node memory.     
  

Example status report:  

  
Parking lot status:  

          0 automobiles available  

          0 vans available  

   11 employees waiting  

OR  

  
Parking lot status:  

        10 automobiles available        

   1 vans available 



 

 


